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Goal of the talk

Ø A semantic map of the perception/cognition domain

Georgakopoulos, Grossman, Nikolaev, & Polis (in press), Universal and 
macro-areal patterns in the lexicon. A case-study in the perception-

cognition domain. In Linguistic Typology, 37 pages.
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Goal of the talk

Ø A semantic map of the perception/cognition domain

Ø Corpus-based study of the polysemy of verbs of audition and vision 
in Kirundi (Bantu language)

Ø Contrasting a polysemy lumper (Kirundi) and splitter (Egyptian) 
based on the map



Semantic maps
for contrastive linguistics
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Semantic maps

• ‘A semantic map is a geometrical representation 
of functions (…) that are linked by connecting 
lines and thus constitute a network’ 
(Haspelmath 2003)

• A semantic map is a method for visually 
representing cross-linguistic regularity in 
semantic structure based on patterns of co-
expression
(Georgakopoulos & Polis 2018)

FIGURE 1. A semantic map of typical dative functions / 
the boundaries of English to (based on Haspelmath 2003: 213)
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Semantic maps

• ‘A semantic map is a geometrical representation 
of functions (…) that are linked by connecting 
lines and thus constitute a network’ 
(Haspelmath 2003)

• A semantic map is a method for visually 
representing cross-linguistic regularity in 
semantic structure based on patterns of co-
expression
(Georgakopoulos & Polis 2018)

FIGURE 1. A semantic map of typical dative functions / 
the boundaries of English to (based on Haspelmath 2003: 213)

Connectivity hypothesis

Economy principle

à

Falsifiable
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Semantic maps

Semantic maps can be used for contrastive analysis of languages 
as metalanguage of comparison

(modal possibility in van der Auwera et al. (2013)



How to build
(classical) semantic maps?
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Based on empirical linguistic data (patterns of  co-expression)

Semantic maps – How are they build?
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smell hear

11

Semantic maps – How are they build?

Based on empirical linguistic data (patterns of  co-expression)
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smell hear

11
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3
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3 3
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?
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?
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Ø More crosslinguistic data 
⇒ more constraints

Semantic maps – How are they build?

Based on empirical linguistic data (patterns of  co-expression)



Databases for lexical typology
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Semantic maps – How to collect data?

2919 concepts
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Semantic maps – How to collect data?

2919 concepts
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Semantic maps – How to collect data?



Inferring maps from data
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Inferring semantic maps

“ideally (…) it should be possible to generate 
semantic maps automatically on the basis of a 

given set of data”
(Narrog & Ito 2007: 280)



Regier, Khetarpal, and Majid showed that the semantic map 
inference problem is “formally identical to another problem that 
superficially appears unrelated: inferring a social network from 
outbreaks of disease in a population” (Regier et al. 2013: 91)
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Inferring semantic maps



• What’s the idea?
• Consider a group of social agents (represented by the nodes of a potential 

graph)
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Inferring semantic maps



• What’s the idea?
• If one observes the same disease (say Covid-19) for five of these agents 

(technically called a constraint on the nodes of the graph)
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Inferring semantic maps



• What’s the idea?
• One can postulate that all the agents met, so that all the nodes of the 

graph are connected (10 edges between the 5 nodes)
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Inferring semantic maps



• What’s the idea?
• This is neither a very likely, nor a very economic explanation
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Inferring semantic maps



• What’s the idea?
• But this is precisely what a colexification network does
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Inferring semantic maps

CLICS3 (https://clics.clld.org)



• What’s the idea?
• The goal would be to find a more economical solution and to have all the 

social agents connected with as few edges as possible, but still accounting 
for all the observations
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Inferring semantic maps



• How does it transfer to semantic maps?
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Inferring semantic maps



• How does it transfer to semantic maps?
• Nodes are meanings
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Inferring semantic maps

Meaning 1

Meaning 2

Meaning 5

Meaning 4

Meaning 3

Meaning 1 2 3 4 5



• How does it transfer to semantic maps?
• Nodes are meanings
• Constraints are patterns of co-expression (connectivity hypothesis)
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Inferring semantic maps

Meaning 1

Meaning 2

Meaning 5

Meaning 4

Meaning 3

Meaning 1 2 3 4 5

Polysemic item A √ √

Polysemic item B √ √ √

Polysemic item C √ √ √
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Inferring semantic maps

INPUT
(lexical matrix)

ALGORITHM
(python script)

RESULT
(semantic map)



Towards a semantic map of 
perception-cognition concepts
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Towards a semantic map of perception/cognition concepts

Which concepts?
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Towards a semantic map of perception/cognition concepts

Which concepts?
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Towards a semantic map of perception/cognition concepts

BE IGNORANT
BECOME NUMB
BELIEVE
BETRAY
CHECK
DECEIVE
DECIDE
DO NOT DO IT
DOUBT (SOMETHING)
ERR
EXPLAIN
FEEL
FIND
FIND OUT
FORGET
FRIGHTEN
GET WET
GROW UP
GUESS
HEAR
HESITATE

HURT (SENSE PAIN)
HURT (SOMEBODY)
IGNORE
IMITATE
INDUCE
INTEND
INVESTIGATE
KNOW
KNOW (SOMEBODY)
KNOW (SOMETHING)
KNOW OR BE ABLE 
LEARN
LISTEN
LOOK
LOOK FOR
PINCH
PRETEND
REMEMBER
RESULT IN
SEE
SEEM

SENSE (PERCEIVE BY 
SENSES)
SHINE
SHOW
SMELL
SMELL (PERCEIVE)
SMELL (STINK)
SNIFF
STUDY
SUCCEED
SUSPECT
TASTE (SOMETHING)
TEACH
THINK
THINK (BELIEVE)
THINK (REFLECT)
TOUCH
TRY
UNDERSTAND

60

Which concepts?
Concepticon
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Towards a semantic map of perception/cognition concepts
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SUCCEED
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TASTE (SOMETHING)
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CLICS 3

60

Which concepts?

BELIEVE
BETRAY
DECEIVE
EXPLAIN
FEEL
FIND
FORGET
GUESS
HEAR
IMITATE
KNOW (SOMETHING)
KNOW OR BE ABLE 
LEARN

LISTEN
LOOK
LOOK FOR
PINCH
REMEMBER
RESULT IN
SEE
SEEM
SHINE
SHOW
SMELL (PERCEIVE)
SMELL (STINK)
SNIFF

STUDY
SUCCEED
SUSPECT
TASTE (SOMETHING)
TEACH
THINK
THINK (BELIEVE)
THINK (REFLECT)
TOUCH
TRY
UNDERSTAND

Concepticon

37
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Emotions (properties) in CLICS2 (colexifications in 1220 languages)

Towards a semantic map of perception/cognition concepts

BELIEVE
BETRAY
DECEIVE
EXPLAIN
FEEL
FIND
FORGET
GUESS
HEAR
IMITATE
KNOW (SOMETHING)
KNOW OR BE ABLE 
LEARN
LISTEN
LOOK
LOOK FOR
PINCH
REMEMBER
RESULT IN
SEE

SEEM
SHINE
SHOW
SMELL (PERCEIVE)
SMELL (STINK)
SNIFF
STUDY
SUCCEED
SUSPECT
TASTE (SOMETHING)
TEACH
THINK
THINK (BELIEVE)
THINK (REFLECT)
TOUCH
TRY
UNDERSTAND

37

37 meanings

1947 constraints

147 edges
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Towards a semantic map of perception/cognition concepts

Size of nodes = Eigenvector centrality
Color = modularity analysis

Patterns that are attested 
in at least 7 languages
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Towards a semantic map of perception/cognition concepts

Size of nodes = Eigenvector centrality
Color = modularity analysis

• 6 main modules
• Centrality of ‘hear’, the most 

strongly connected 
with cognition concepts

Patterns that are attested 
in at least 7 languages
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Towards a semantic map of perception/cognition concepts

• 6 main modules
• Centrality of ‘hear’ strongly connected 

with cognition concepts

In line with the last generalizations 
about perception and cognition 
verbs in the literature:
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Towards a semantic map of perception/cognition concepts

• 6 main modules
• Centrality of ‘hear’ strongly connected 

with cognition concepts

Viberg’s (1983) hierarchy 
of sense modalities

see > hear > touch > taste, smell

In line with the last generalizations 
about perception and cognition 
verbs in the literature
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Towards a semantic map of perception/cognition concepts

• 6 main modules
• Centrality of ‘hear’ strongly connected 

with cognition concepts

Viberg’s (1983) hierarchy 
of sense modalities

see > hear > touch > taste, smell

Sweetser (1990)

Universal link between
intellection and sight

In line with the last generalizations 
about perception and cognition 
verbs in the literature
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Towards a semantic map of perception/cognition concepts

• 6 main modules
• Centrality of ‘hear’ strongly connected 

with cognition concepts

Challenged by more recent studies, 
such as Evans and Wilkins (2000), 
Vanhove (2008), Guerrero (2010)

In line with the last generalizations 
about perception and cognition 
verbs in the literature
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Towards a semantic map of perception/cognition concepts

• 6 main modules
• Centrality of ‘hear’ strongly connected 

with cognition concepts

“[t]here is hardly any doubt that 
universal claims concerning the 
preferred status of ‘vision’ (e.g., 
Viberg 1983; Sweetser 1990) are 

highly Eurocentric, and do not 
hold for the majority of non 

Western societies”
(Aikhenvald & Storch 2013)

In line with the last generalizations 
about perception and cognition 
verbs in the literature:



The polysemy of verbs of audition 
and vision in Kirundi
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Perception and cognition in Kirundi

Perceiver-oriented Perceived-Oriented (Phenomenon)
Sensory 
modality

Activity Experience Copulative

Vision Kurāba/LOOK1 Kubóna/ SEE Gusa /LOOK2
Kubóneka /SEE+NEUT 
Kunêzērwa * / BE HAPPY

Hearing Kwûmviriza /
HEAR+ APPL+APPL+CAUS

Kwûmva /
HEAR

Kw
ûm

vī
ka

na
 /

HE
AR

 +
N

EU
T+

AS
SO

C

Gusa/SOUND 
Kuvúga/SOUND 
Kunêzērwa * / BE HAPPY

Touch Gukórakora/TOUCH-TOUCH
Gukora (ku)/Touch (on) 

Kwôroha*/BE SOFT

Taste Guhônja/TASTE Kuryôha*/BE TASTY 

Smell Kwîmotereza/
REFL+SMELL+APPL+CAUS
Kumōtēra/SMELL+APPL

Kumōterwa
SMELL+APPL+PASS

Kumōta /SMELL

Basic Verbs of Perception in Kirundi

“every language has a way of referring to 
basic sources of sensory perception” 

(Aikhenvald and Storch, 2013:1)
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Root 
verb

Root Verb +
extensions

TOT

Vision Kubóna “see” 14727 4208 18935

Kurāba “look1 ”
Gusa “look2”

7221

152

196

0

7417

152
Hearing Kwûmva “hear” 11415 6337 17752

Touch Gukora (ku)/Touch (on) 234 51 285
Taste Guhônja “to taste/give a small quantity of 

sth (edible/drinkable) to determine its 
quality”

9 0 9

smell Kumōta “ to smell” 68 71 139

Perception and cognition in Kirundi

Distribution of Kirundi Verbs of Perception in the corpus
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Perception and cognition in Kirundi

Lexeme Hear Listen See
Touch
(feel)

Smell
(perceive)

Taste 
(something)

Kubóna ‘see’ 0 0 8942 0 0 0

Kurāba ‘look’ 0 0 3261 0 0 0

Ø Corpus search attest no cross-modal meaning extension for 
visual verbs.

Ø However, elicitation tests revealed that visual perception 
verbs can extend to meaning like ‘to search, to check, to 
choose’ based on all the sense modalities (except Kubóna ‘see’ 
which cannot extend to taste modalities).

• Distribution of vision verbs Kubóna ‘see’ and Kurāba ‘look’
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Perception and cognition in Kirundi

• Distribution of vision verbs Kubóna ‘see’ and Kurāba ‘look’
• Meaning extensions of vision verbs Kubóna ‘see’ and Kurāba ‘look’

(1) Rāba Thomas ikásĕti ivugá nêzá.
Rāb-a Thomas ikásĕti ivugá nêzá

IMP-to.look-FV Thomas AUG-NP-tape REL-3SG-to.sound-FV good

Lit: Thomas, look a tape that sounds good.
Trans: Thomas, find/look for an undamaged tape. (= by listening to the
collected radio tapes)

(2) Rāba Thomas impǔzu kó zūmyé.
Rāb-a Thomas i-n-hǔzu ko zi-ûm-ye

IMP-to.look-FV Thomas AUG-NP-cloth that 3PL-to.be.dry-PFV

Lit: Thomas, Look cloths that they are dry.
Trans: Thomas, check if cloths are thoroughly dry. (= by touching them)

To search, 
to find

(by listening)

To check
(by touching)
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Perception and cognition in Kirundi

• Distribution of vision verbs Kubóna ‘see’ and Kurāba ‘look’
• Meaning extensions of vision verbs Kubóna ‘see’ and Kurāba ‘look’

To choose
(by smelling)

To check
(by tasting)

(3) Rāba Thomas amavúta amōtá nêzá.
Rāb-a Thomas a-ma-vúta a-mōt-á nêzá

IMP-to.look-FV Thomas AUG-NP-body.lotion REL-3SG-to.smell-FV good

Lit: Thomas, Look body lotion that smells good.
Trans: Thomas, choose a body lotion that has a sweet smell.

(4) Rāba Thomas indyá kó zihīyé.
Rāb-a Thomas indyá kó zi-hī-yé

IMP-to.look-FV Thomas AUG-NP-food that 3PL-to.be.cooke-PFV

Lit: Thomas, Look food that they are cooked.
Trans: Thomas, check if the food is cooked through.
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Perception and cognition in Kirundi

• Distribution of vision verbs Kubóna ‘see’ and Kurāba ‘look’
• Meaning extensions of vision verbs Kubóna ‘see’ and Kurāba ‘look’

Coherent cluster of senses
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Perception and cognition in Kirundi

• Distribution of the multimodal hearing verb Kwûmva in the corpus

lexemes
Hear Listen See

Touch
(feel)

Smell
(perceive)

Taste 
(something)

Kwûmva ‘hear’ 6724 351 0 17 10 15

Kwûmviriza ‘listen’
HEAR+APPL+APPL+CAUS

88 899 0 1 1 5

Kwûmvīra ‘listen’
HEAR+APPL

0 8 0 0 0 0

To hear

(5) […]yūmva ingoma zirikó ziravúga. (L'arbre mémoire.txt)
a-a-ûmv-a i-n-goma zi-ri-ko zi-ra-vúg-a
3SG-PST-to.hear-FV AUG-NP-drum 3PL-to.be-PROG 3PL-DISJ-to.speak-FV

Lit: […] he heard drums they were they speak
Trans: […] he heard rhythmic beats of drums.
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Perception and cognition in Kirundi

• Distribution of the multimodal hearing verb Kwûmva in the corpus

To listen

The derived verbs kwûmviriza and kwûmvīra
can express the meaning “to listen ” 

(6) umvīra uwarí kumwé nabó atwĭgānire (Abatagatifu bashasha.txt)
ûmv-ir-a u-à-ri kumwé na-bó a-tu-îgān-ir-e

IMP-to.hear-APPL-IMPFV REL-3SG-PST-to.be together CONN-DEM 3SG-OBJ-to.narrate-APPL-IPFV

Lit: Hear to who was together with and them he us narrate for
Trans: Listen to one of them; he is going to tell us about it.

To listen

(7) Ndûmviriza icó Imâna iyāgá (Amazaburi 2.txt)
N-ra-ûmv-ir-ir-i-a i-ki-ó I-mâna i-yāg-a

1SG-DISJ-to hear-APPL-APPL-CAUS-FV AUG-PP-DEM AUG-God 3SG-to.tell-FV

Lit: I hear to what God He tells
Trans: I listen to God’s word.
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Perception and cognition in Kirundi

• Distribution of the multimodal hearing verb Kwûmva in the corpus
• Meaning extensions of Kwûmva/iriza ‘to hear’ to other modality senses

To smell

(8) Izûru rituma mpêma, nûmva akamōto, rirahágarika imicăfu iricĭyemwó
(Inyigisho menyeshantara 2.txt)
i-zûru ri-túm-a n-hēm-a n-ûmv-a a-ka-mōt-o
AUG-nose 3SG-to.make-FV 1SG-to.breathe-FV 1SG-to.hear-FV AUG-NP-to.smell.nice-FV
ri-hágarik-a i-mi-căfu i-ri-cī-ye-mwó
3SG-to.stop-FV AUX-NP-dirt 3SG-PP-to.pass.LOC

Trans: The nose allows me to breathe and smell. It blocks dirt that pass through.

To taste

(9) ukûmviriza ukûmva kó bisôsá nêzá? (RPA_Akayabagu_Claude_Betterave.txt)
u-ka-ûmv-ir-ir-i-a u-ka-ûmv-a
2SG-CONSEC-to.hear-APPL-APPL-CAUS-FV 2SG-CONSEC-to.hear-FV
Ko bi-sôs-a nêzá
That 3PL-to.be.sweet.FV enough

Lit: You then listen for you then hear that they are sweet enough.
Trans: You then taste to find out if it is sweet enough.
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Perception and cognition in Kirundi

• Distribution of the multimodal hearing verb Kwûmva in the corpus
• Meaning extensions of Kwûmva/iriza ‘to hear’ to other modality senses

To feel
(experience

touching)

(10) Narí mpagaze nk’ŭku, máze nūmva ikūntu kīmfashé ukubóko.
(IcaGatandatu.txt)
n-à-ri n-hágarar-ye nka uku mar-ye
1SG-PST-to.be 1SG-to.stand-IMPF like/as DEM to.finish-PFV
n-ûmv-a i-ki-ntu ki-n-fát-ye u-ku-bóko
1SG-to.hear-FV AUG-NP-thing 3SG-PP1SG- to.hold-PFV AUG-NP-arm

Lit: I was I standing like this finished I hear thing it me hold arm.
Trans: I was standing like this and felt something holding my arm.
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Perception and cognition in Kirundi

• Distribution of the multimodal hearing verb Kwûmva in the corpus
• Meaning extensions of Kwûmva/iriza ‘to hear’ to other modality senses

To feel
(experience

touching)

The initial stimulus which motivates human 

perception is from the external word 

(Wierzbička, 1980, p. 106)

However, Kirundi speakers also use the 

same hearing verb kwumva to express 

experience from the inner world–feelings.

(10) Narí mpagaze nk’ŭku, máze nūmva ikūntu kīmfashé ukubóko.
(IcaGatandatu.txt)
n-à-ri n-hágarar-ye nka uku mar-ye
1SG-PST-to.be 1SG-to.stand-IMPF like/as DEM to.finish-PFV
n-ûmv-a i-ki-ntu ki-n-fát-ye u-ku-bóko
1SG-to.hear-FV AUG-NP-thing 3SG-PP1SG- to.hold-PFV AUG-NP-arm

Lit: I was I standing like this finished I hear thing it me hold arm.
Trans: I was standing like this and felt something holding my arm.
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Perception and cognition in Kirundi

• Distribution of the multimodal hearing verb Kwûmva in the corpus
• Meaning extensions of Kwûmva/iriza ‘to hear’ to other modality senses

To feel
(experience

touching)

To feel
(emotionally)

(11) nūmva intǔntu nyĭnshi (UbwuzureBushasha.txt)
n- ûmv-a i-ntǔntu nyĭnshi
1SGt-to.hear-FV AUG-sadness a.lot

Lit: I hearsadness a lot.
Trans: I feel very sad.

(10) Narí mpagaze nk’ŭku, máze nūmva ikūntu kīmfashé ukubóko.
(IcaGatandatu.txt)
n-à-ri n-hágarar-ye nka uku mar-ye
1SG-PST-to.be 1SG-to.stand-IMPF like/as DEM to.finish-PFV
n-ûmv-a i-ki-ntu ki-n-fát-ye u-ku-bóko
1SG-to.hear-FV AUG-NP-thing 3SG-PP1SG- to.hold-PFV AUG-NP-arm

Lit: I was I standing like this finished I hear thing it me hold arm.
Trans: I was standing like this and felt something holding my arm.
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Perception and cognition in Kirundi

• Distribution of the multimodal hearing verb Kwûmva in the corpus
• Meaning extensions of Kwûmva/iriza ‘to hear’ to other modality senses

All the types of experienced 
perceptions, except for 

vision, can be expressed by
kwûmva
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Perception and cognition in Kirundi

• Beyond perception?

Form
Feeling Cognition Attention-getter socializing

Kwûmva ‘hear’ 5050 1148 97 123

Kwûmviriza ‘listen’
HEAR+APPL+APPL+CAUS

0 5 2 4

Kwûmvīra ‘listen’
HEAR+APPL

kwîyumvīra ‘think’
REFL+HEAR+APPL

0

0

0

1187

0

0

2

222
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Perception and cognition in Kirundi

• Beyond perception?

Form
Feeling Cognition Attention-getter socializing

Kwûmva ‘hear’ 5050 1148 97 123

Kwûmviriza ‘listen’
HEAR+APPL+APPL+CAUS

0 5 2 4

Kwûmvīra ‘listen’
HEAR+APPL

kwîyumvīra ‘think’
REFL+HEAR+APPL

0

0

0

1187

0

0

2

222
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Perception and cognition in Kirundi

• Beyond perception?

To think
(cognition)

(12) jewe numva tworekezaho amanita 7 (PLENIERE 1.txt )
Jewe n-ø-umv-a tu-oo-rek-ir-i-a-ho a-ma-nota 7
I  1SG-PRS-hear-IMPFV 1PL-MOD-leave-APPL-CAUS-IMPFV-LOC AUG-NP-mark 7 (seven)

Lit: I hear we leave there marks seven.
Trans: I think maintaining seven would be fine. 

To get
(attention)

(13) […], urumva? Kuko[…] (Conversation_2016-09-03.txt )
[…], u-ra-umv-a? kuko […]
[…], 2SG-DISJ-hear-IMPFV? Because […]

Lit: […], you hear ? because[…]
Trans: […], are you getting (me)? Because […]
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Perception and cognition in Kirundi

• Beyond perception?
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Perception and cognition in Kirundi

• Beyond perception?
• But the verbs of visual experience are most commonly extending to 

cognition, even with meaning such as ‘to imagine’

(14) 
A: Salon ministre bimwe binini binini urabibona.

Salon ministre bi-imwe bi-ninibi-niniu-ra-bi-bon-a.
Sofa NP-some NP-big NP-big 2SP-FOC-OBJ3PL- see-IMPFV

Lit: Sofas those they big they big you them see
Trans: Those very big sofas. Do you know them? 

B: Ndabibona. 
n-ra-bi-bon-a.
1SG-FOC- OBJ3PL- see-IMPFV

Lit: I them see
Trans: I know them 

To know
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Perception and cognition in Kirundi

• Beyond perception?
• But the verbs of visual experience are most commonly extending to 

cognition, even with meaning such as ‘to imagine’

To imagine

(16) Kubona atinya Nzigirabarya! (Bugaboburihabwa.txt)
Ku-bon-a a-ø-tiny-a Nzigirabarya!
INF-see-IMPFV 3SG-PRS-be.afraid.of Nzigirabarya!

Lit: to see he is afraid of Nzigirabarya!
Trans: Imagine that he is afraid of Nzigirabarya!

(15) Ubona amatora yo muri 2015 azoba? (Itsitso_Ikiganiro.txt)
U-Ø-bon-a a-ma-tora i-o muri 2015 a-zo-ba?
2SG-PRS-see-IMPFV AUG-NP-election PP-DEM in 2015 AUG-FUT-be

Lit: you see election of in 2015 they will be
Trans: do you think 2015 elections will take place?

To think
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Perception and cognition in Kirundi

• Beyond perception?
• But the verbs of visual experience are most commonly extending to 

cognition, even with meaning such as ‘to imagine’
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Perception and cognition in Kirundi

Cognition is not only SEE-ing (Sweetser 1990), 
but both SEE-ing and HEAR-ing

‘Ikibwîrwa n'icûmva icerekwa n'ikibona’ (Kirundi saying; Rodegem 1961, p. 98)

Lit: one talks to a person who can hear and shows something to a person who can
see. 

Trans: Only he who has the will to listen and look at what is being shown can
understand and learn from the delivered message.

• Beyond perception?
• But the verbs of visual experience are most commonly extending to 

cognition, even with meaning such as ‘to imagine’

Ibarretxe-Antuñano (2013: 324) 
proposes a general

COGNITION IS PERCEPTION 
metaphor



Contrasting Kirundi 
with Ancient Egyptian
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Perception and cognition – Classical Egyptian

Perception
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PercepCon and cogniCon – Classical EgypCan

Perceptionsn ‘to smell, sniff, kiss’

sḏm ‘to hear, listen’

mꜣꜣ ‘to see, look’dp ‘to taste, feel’
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PercepCon and cogniCon – Classical EgypCan
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mꜣꜣ ‘to see, look’dp ‘to taste, feel’
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PercepCon and cogniCon – Classical EgypCan

Perceptionsn ‘to smell, sniff, kiss’

sḏm ‘to hear, listen’

mꜣꜣ ‘to see, look’dp ‘to taste, feel’
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PercepCon and cogniCon – Ancient EgypCan

Steinbach-Eicke (2015, 2017, 
2019) studied the senses of the 
verb dp ‘to taste’ in Egyptian
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Perception and cognition – Ancient Egyptian

Proto Afroasiatic *dap- (‘to touch, feel, put fingers on’)

dp ‘to taste’

To taste

dp ḥmꜣ-t (Meir, Pepi-Ankh)
taste:INF salt-F

“Tasting the salt” 
(in order to check whether the bread being prepared is salty enough)

Cf. Coptic ⲧⲱⲡⲉ ‘to taste’
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Perception and cognition – Ancient Egyptian

To feel,
[experience]

n(n) dp-n-j mn-t rmjtt-s
NEG taste-ANT-1SG suffering-F like-3SG.F

“I never experienced such a suffering” (Isis and Ra)

To touch
[actvity]

dpy ꜥb-wy=f jw=f mnḫ ḥr ꜥb.wy=f
taste:PTCP horn-DU-3SG.M GRND-3SG.M thread:RES on horn-DU-3SG.M 

“The one who touch his horn (of the god Amun), on his horns is impaled”
(Great hymn to Amun; alliteration on /t-p/)
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Perception and cognition – Ancient Egyptian

To feel,
[experience]

n(n) dp-n-j mn-t rmjtt-s
NEG taste-ANT-1SG suffering-F like-3SG.F

“I never experienced such a suffering” (Isis and Ra)

To feel
[emotionally]

nn dp-ṯn snḏ-t n-t ky tꜣ
NEG taste:SBJV-2PL fear-F of-F other land

“You shall not experience the fear of another land”
(Stela Louvre C26)
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Perception and cognition – Ancient Egyptian

To smell nn dp-f ṯꜣw zp-2
NEG taste:SBJV-3SG.M air twice

“He (= Apophis) shall not smell the air, 
he shall not smell the air” (Bremmer Rhind)
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PercepCon and cogniCon – Ancient EgypCan

To smell nn dp-f ṯꜣw zp-2
NEG taste:SBJV-3SG.M air twice

“He (= Apophis) shall not smell the air, 
he shall not smell the air” (Bremmer Rhind)
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Perception and cognition – Ancient Egyptian

Winand (2016) explored the semantic 
extension of verbs of cognition in Earlier 
Egyptian (c. 2700–1350 BCE)
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Perception and cognition – Ancient Egyptian

Winand (2016) explored the semantic 
extension of verbs of cognition in Earlier 
Egyptian (c. 2700–1350 BCE)
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Perception and cognition – Ancient Egyptian

Winand (2016) explored the semantic 
extension of verbs of cognition in Earlier 
Egyptian (c. 2700–1350 BCE) ꜥm ‘to swallow, inhale’
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Perception and cognition – Ancient Egyptian

Chantrain (2014: 45–46) and Chantrain and Di Biase-Dyson (2017: 52–53) noted that 
the evolution of the classifiers in the writing system reflects a semantic change, from 

‘to swallow’ to ‘to learn, know’

‘to swallow’ ‘to learn, know’
Cf. Coptic ⲉⲓⲙⲉ
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Perception and cognition – Ancient Egyptian

Chantrain (2014: 45–46) and Chantrain and Di Biase-Dyson (2017: 52–53) noted that 
the evolution of the classifiers in the writing system reflects a semantic change, from 

‘to swallow’ to ‘to learn, know’

‘to swallow’ ‘to learn, know’
Cf. Coptic ⲉⲓⲙⲉ

Steinbach-Eicke (2017: 385) states that the meaning ‘to know’ is typologically well 
established for lexemes having to do with food acquisition. 

Lakoff & Johnson (2003: 47)
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Perception and cognition – Ancient Egyptian

But see Spanish saber to 
know, to taste from Latin 
sapere ‘to taste’
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Perception and cognition – Ancient Egyptian

INGEST
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Perception and cognition – Ancient Egyptian

[sleep/awake]

KNOWLEDGE

Bojowald (2011, 2018)
Pulicani (2015)
Grässler (2017)

VISION

[see/look]

[blind/hide]

LIGHT

[shine/sparkle]
[beauty]

ꜥm ‘to learn’
sjp ‘to inspect’
sjꜣ ‘to recognize’
swn ‘to recognize’
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Perception and cognition – Ancient Egyptian

KNOWLEDGE

Bojowald (2011, 2018)
Pulicani (2015)
Grässler (2017)

ꜥm ‘to learn’
sjp ‘to inspect’
sjꜣ ‘to recognize’
swn ‘to recognize’

Emergence of a new category for knowledge 
acquisition during the Ramesside Period 

(1150–1000 BCE)
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